Additional Patternlet Ideas

These little pillows are just the right size for a
gift, and very simple to make. The two pillows shown are made using TWBP18 Snowman & Tree patternlet, but you could really use
just about any of the patternlets. I could even
see the TWBP14 Bumble Bee for spring, or
turn the pillow sideways and use the TWBP10
Snowballs or TWBP08 Candy Corn. As always, use your imagination!

Directions:
ABCDE-

Piece the pillow top together following the diagram to the left. Start by sewing piece (B) to
each side of piece (A) and press seams towards
outside of block. Continue with piece (C) and
so on, pressing after each piece is attached.

E

Following patternlet directions, cut out the
applique pieces (with fusible web on back)
and iron to the pillow. (Only a portion of the
snow is used.) Stitch around each piece using a
blanket stitch.
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Cut 1 rectangle 5 1/2” x 9 1/2”
Cut 2 strips 1” x 9 1/2”
Cut 2 strips 1” x 6 1/2”
Cut 2 strips 1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
Cut 2 strips 1 1/2” x 8 1/2”
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Cut a back piece measuring 8 1/2” x 12 1/2”.
Lay the back on top of the pillow front, right
sides together, and pin in place matching edges.
Sew around the whole pillow (using 1/4”
seam), leaving an opening at the bottom big
enough to turn the pillow right sides out and
stuff. After you have stuffed the pillow, handsew the opening closed, and sew on all buttons
and embellishments.
These instructions are provided by:
The Wooden Bear Quilt Designs
1685 McBride Ridge Ct
Winterset, IA 50273
1-866-WBQUILT
info@thewoodenbear.com
www.thewoodenbear.com
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They are intended to give customers additional ideas for
using our patternlets. These instructions may be copied,
but please do not copy the original “Patternlets.”

